ACROSS

1  Raps lightly
5  Clean thoroughly
10 Compass point
13  Junk
15  “Remember the ___”
16  Standard or average
17  Stadium
18  Grassy plain
19  Possessive pronoun
20  Representative
21  Destroy
23  Cake
25  Ground
26  Teased playfully
28  Part of "Colorado"
31  Flying machine
32  Entertain
33  Called
34  Before (prefix)
37  Financial obligation
38  Neutral color
40  Churn
41  Whichever
42  Group of people with musical instruments playing together

43  Slips
44  Legion
45  Chicken sound
46  Missions
49  Be angry
50  Book holder
51  Asian dress
52  IBM Competitor
55  Cap
56  Raging
59  Blood sucker
61  Vane direction
62  Crow-like bird
63  Rumormonger
64  Conger
65  Water retention
66  Blow
DOWN

1 Despot
2 Land unit
3 Secondary
4 __ Francisco
5 Agreeable to the mind
6 Tribe
7 Cram
8 Referee
9 Using a boat for pleasure
10 Frolic
11 Fry lightly
12 Goofed
14 Public procession of people
22 Spanish "one"
24 Lode yield
25 Final
26 Piece of cloth used as the symbol of a country
27 Path
28 Pater
29 Sign
30 July birthstone
31 Inherent feeling of dignity and worth
34 U.S. President

35 Brook
36 Otherwise
38 Shakespeare’s occupation
39 Tails
40 Competition of speed
42 Large outdoor fire
43 Group consisting of parents and their children
44 Movie 2001’s talking computer
45 Mongrel dog
46 Sugar-free brand
47 River
48 Disgust
49 Passes at the bull
51 Plant trunk
52 List of meals
53 Deeds
54 Make small talk
57 Radiation dose
58 Street abbr.
60 Electroencephalograph (abbr.)
JULY

Solution:

1. TAPS
2. SCRAPS
3. ALAMO
4. ARENA
5. SCRUB
6. PAMPA
7. SCRUB
8. OUR
9. REPRISE
10. LAND
11. DORADO
12. AMUSE
13. DEBT
14. ANY
15. BAND
16. HORDE
17. ERRANDS
18. SHELF
19. TOP
20. ENE
21. EEL
22. SCRIP
23. AMUSE
24. LAND
25. RIPS
26. FALLS
27. STIR
28. RAND
29. SARIA
30. ELE
31. SCRAP
32. FLIR
33. RANGE
34. DEBT
35. GATE
36. DEBT
37. Bearings
38. FALLS
39. LAND
40. STIR
41. RANDS
42. SHELF
43. FALLS
44. ELE
45. SCRAP
46. LAND
47. AMUSE
48. DEBT
49. LAND
50. DEBT
51. AMUSE
52. ELE
53. DEKT
54. ELE
55. SCRIP
56. SCRAP
57. DEKT
58. AMUSE
59. DEKT
60. ELE
61. ELE
62. ELE
63. ELE
64. ELE
65. DEKT
66. DEKT